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COACH'S NOTES
Good Morning!
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I hope you and your family are healthy and safe! We all have so much to be
thankful for and celebrate, however these stressful times make it difficult to
prioritize our thoughts. For the past four weeks I have tried to immerse myself
in family and wrestling. Our son, Geno, is crawling and sometimes walking
around the house as his curiosity grows each day. He is a happy boy who
loves to laugh and play with his toys. Carissa and I have finished multiple
Netflix Series. Ozark and The Office are our favorites but Stranger Things is
working its way toward the top. Wrestling has me focused on moving the
program forward. Recruiting, connecting with current team members, reaching
out to alumni, and posting on social media takes up most of my time. We have
had an excellent response from Alumni and Fans on our "Front Line Thank
You" campaign on social media. Every weekday we plan to honor an Alum or
supporter who is on the Front Lines fighting the COVID-19 pandemic. We
have many heroes amongst us and they need to be recognized and
celebrated. Two additional projects to keep my brain sharp include creating a
proposal for the NCAA on seeding and a coaches portal for "free agents".
Special thanks to Alumni Dan Hughes for driving the seeding proposal vision
and NJ native Ryan O'Hara for programming the Coaches Portal. Both
initiatives aim to improve the sport we love. Even though the season is
complete there are some great articles and news pieces below. I hope you
enjoy! 

Be safe!       
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Coaches Portal
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NCAA Eligibility

Year in Review by the Numbers
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NWCA All- Americans 

These All-American honors are based on each wrestlers overall body of work
through the regional tournaments and up to the National Championships.







ALL-AMERICAN
Danny Flounders

NWCA Release
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During this pandemic, one of our very own is helping children all across South
Jersey, stay active! Flounders, also known as 'Frankie Fit' is a modern day

superhero who stops by 30 homes a day to inspire kids to keep moving during this
tough time. He says that "It's about the joy of seeing something di!erent,

something fun, after being stuck inside for so many weeks".

Academic Advisor Dr.
Brennan & the Dinger

Brothers are Published! 

Click Here to Read the Full Article
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Robert Dinger, Dr. Thomas Brennan, and Thomas Dinger (pictured L to R) had
their research published. Their study focuses on quantifying regional tra"c

congestion and system response using big data from tra"c message
channels. Congratulations! 

Senior Speeches 

Due to COVID-19 our annual Senior Banquet is postponed until further notice. A
big part of the banquet is hearing our seniors give one last goodbye! Outlines of

their speeches are below! If you can not open the links on your iPad or phone try
using a desk or laptop. 

Read the Full Scientific Paper
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using a desk or laptop. 

Giancarlo Crivelli 

Michael Plaska  

Crivelli Senior Speech
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Nicholas Mele 

Plaska Senior Speech

Mele Senior Speech
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Daniel Kilroy  

Kilroy Senior Speech
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The fans of the month are our "Front Line" heroes
(from top to bottom) 

Luis Rivera, Justin DeAndrea, Greg Osgoodly, and Kellen Whitney
Thank you for remaining Lion Strong!  

If you want to be featured as the fan of the month send us your picture!

PHOTO LINKS 



PHOTO LINKS 

Click to access our team photos!
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Cancelled
Thursday- June 25th, 2020 

27th Annual Athletics Golf Outing
Mercer Oaks Golf Course

Name: Dylan D'Amore

Weight Class: Heavyweight 
Year: Freshman 



High School, State: Montgomery,
NJ

Club Team: Rhino 

Major: Urban Education 

197
Nick Vinceguerra 2X National

Qualifier 

Rich Gildner 2x Conference Runner
Up, 2002 NCAA Qualifier, 2003

Conference Champion 

 

Previous Winners: 

125 Brian Dempsey

133 Dave Ilaria

141 Tyler Branham

149 David Icenhower 

157 Joey Galante

165 Mike Guenther

Click for an interview with Dylan
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174 Greg Osgoodby

184 Scott Kelley

Honorable Mention:

Sean Flynn

Len Goduto

James Henderson

Greg Ilaria

Paul Vaccaro

 

Click here to vote

NCAA Championship Brackets Since 1974

Looking to promote your
business to a large
audience on our
newsletter, website, and
social media? Email:
galante3@tcnj.edu for
details!

Email us! 
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Please send any new job opportunities!
Contact for more information on any of the above 

Forward information to Julianna Hanna, hannaj7@tcnj.edu



Coaches Portal
For coaches looking to connect with local teams

Quiz Linked Below! 
Recently the NCAA Wrestling Officials website offered this quiz

to coaches. Check it out and send answers to
hannaj7@tcnj.edu.

 

Answer to last months question: The Lions last sent at least five wrestlers to the NCAA
Championships in back to back years in 2004 and 2005. Links to those years are below.

Coaches Portal Link
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Trivia Quiz

2004 NCAA Qualifiers

2005 NCAA Qualifiers

PAST NEWSLETTERS

THOSE WHO REMAIN WILL BE CHAMPIONS
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